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OVERVIEW

Fully renovated 3-bedroom apartment in a classic stately
building in the centre of Barcelona.
We access the property, finding a large hall with a beautiful period window that
overlooks an interior patio. On the left side of the property we reach a first bedroom
that has a large en-suite bathroom with a shower and this same bedroom is
connected to another bedroom that opens onto a very sunny balcony facing the
street.
In the bedrooms, we can appreciate the new parquet and the completely renovated
mosaic flooring. To the side, we reach another bedroom connected by a glass door;
the two bedrooms can also be used as a study.
We continue along the corridor that leads to about 4 interior-facing bedrooms with a
built-in wardrobe, then we come to another complete bathroom with a large shower,
all completely renovated.
We continue down the hall and arrive at the large kitchen with plenty of storage
space, equipped with an induction hob and oven.
At the end of the corridor we reach the spacious double living room, a very sunny
space with views of an interior patio, very quiet and connected to the gallery that
enjoys a lot of natural light.
All the finishes of this property are of high quality, with a remarkable mixture of the
old style with the modern that brings character to all the rooms.
Please contact us for further information or to arrange a viewing.
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Mountain views, Lift, High ceilings,
Natural light, Period Building,
Period features, Wooden flooring,
Air conditioning, Alarm, Balcony,
Built-in wardrobes, Chill out area,
Double glazing, Equipped Kitchen, Heating,
Interior, Pet-friendly, Renovated, Security,
Transport nearby
Minimum Rental Period: 12 Months.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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